DETECTION OF POLYOMAVIRUS MAJOR CAPSID ANTIGEN (VP-1) IN HUMAN PILOMATRICOMAS
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Abstract The family Polyomaviridae is composed of small, non-enveloped, double-stranded DNA viruses widely used to study cell transformation in vitro and tumor induction in vivo. The development of pilomatricomas in mice experimentally infected with polyomavirus led us to detect the viral major capsid protein VP-1 in human pilomatricomas. This tumor, even uncommon, is one of the most frequent benign hair follicle tumors in humans and is composed of proliferating matrix cells that undergo keratinization, and form cystic neoplasms. The detection of VP-1 was performed using the peroxidase-antiperoxidase technique in paraffin-embedded slides with a specific primary serum. Adjacent slides treated with normal rabbit serum as a primary were employed as internal control. Positive and negative controls were also employed as well as slides of lesions caused by human papillomavirus to rule out any unspecific cross-reactivity. In 4 out of 10 cases polyomavirus VP-1 was clearly detected in nuclei of human pilomatricomas proliferating cells, in a patchy pattern of distribution. The controls confirmed the specificity of the immunocytochemical procedure. These results could indicate either an eventual infection of the virus in already developed tumors or alternatively, a direct involvement of polyomavirus in the pathogenesis of some pilomatricomas. The recent discovery of a new human polyomavirus associated with Merkel cell carcinomas has been a strong contribution to better understand the pathogenesis of some human uncommon skin cancers. Hopefully the results reported in this work will encourage further research on the role of polyomavirus in other human skin neoplasms.
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The family Polyomaviridae is composed of small, non-enveloped, double-stranded DNA viruses widely used to study cell transformation in vitro and tumor induction in vivo. Different polyomaviruses have been isolated from humans, and mice, hamsters and other animals. Their ability to produce lytic infection is highly restricted to cells of their natural hosts, without replicating in cells of other animals. However, they can induce in vitro transformation in semi-permissive cells belonging to close-related species. These experimental models have been useful to better understand several pathways involved in the interaction of viral antigens with key cellular regulatory factors such as telomerase, Src, Shc, PIP-3-kinase.
14-3-3 proteins and others, which finally lead to cell transformation. The murine polyomavirus genome encodes 3 "early proteins" (LT, mT and sT) and 3 "late" structural proteins: VP-1, VP-2 and VP-3. VP-1 is the most abundant viral capsid protein. It is accepted that mT and LT are the viral oncogenes responsible for cell transformation in vitro and tumor induction in mice. Polyomavirus isolates from several natural sources show a similar genome organization and VP-1 shares extensive amino-acid sequences among polyomaviruses found in different animal species, including humans. Five polyomaviruses have been described in humans: BK, JC, KI, WU and MC. It is accepted that BK and JC polyomaviruses are ubiquitous, produce a life-time persistent infection and only reactivate after immunosuppression. Under this condition BK has been associated to haemorrhagic cystitis and nephropathy while JC could be isolated from patients with progressive multifocal leukencephalopathy. Polyomavirus KI and WU could be found in respiratory secretions and MC has been recently associated with Merkel tumors of the skin.

After inoculation into newborn C3H BiDa mice, the murine polyomavirus induces neoplasms arising from as many as 14 different cell types after a few months post-infection (pi). Mammary gland adenocarcinomas, thymomas, kidney sarcomas, parotid tumors and hair follicle tumors are developed as a consequence of polyomavirus infection in this mouse strain. In our laboratory, the development of these polyomavirus-induced tumors has been studied in mice using the experimental model described by Benjamin and Dawe. One of them was usually described as a "hair follicle tumor" and more recently, it has been referred to as "cystic trichoepithelioma." After a careful histological and histochemical study, we concluded that hair follicle tumors are, in fact, pilomatricomas (also called "pilomatricomas"). Pilomatricomas are benign neoplasms originated in the matrix cells of the hair follicle. As these neoplasms grow up, they evolve to keratinized cells in a maturation pattern that ends in the presence of cells without a detectable nucleus ("ghost cells") and, furthermore, in a final transformation into amorphous keratin.

Considering that pilomatricomas are one of the most common benign skin tumors arising from hair follicles in humans (though they are not very frequent), we decided to explore if in these human tumors polyomavirus VP-1 could be detected by immunocytochemical methods. Ten paraffin-embedded blocks of human pilomatricomas obtained from archives were used, and several 5µm-thick serial slides from each paraffin-embedded tumor were prepared. In order to detect polyomavirus VP-1 in those samples, the classical peroxidase-antiperoxidase immunolabeling method (PAP) was performed using polyclonal rabbit anti-murine polyomavirus VP-1 as a primary serum, considering that VP-1 is the major and most abundant structural capsid protein in polyomavirus particles. After treating the slides with xylene, they were hydrated using decreased concentrations of ethanol and then soaked in 0.05 M HCl-Tris, pH 7.6. Endogenous peroxidase was blocked with 4% H2O2 diluted in methanol for 20 minutes. The primary serum was incubated overnight at 4 °C using a 1:1000 dilution in 0.05 M HCl-Tris buffer. The second and third sera (Dako) were goat anti-rabbit immunoglobulins diluted 1:50 and rabbit anti-peroxidase serum plus peroxidase, diluted 1:250, respectively. Extensive washings with 0.05 M HCl-Tris were performed among the applications of each serum. The presence of VP-1 was routinely detected by standard reactions containing 0.03% 3-3' diaminobenzidine and 2% H2O2 in a 0.05 M HCl-Tris buffer solution under microscopy control as described elsewhere. The primary serum was kindly provided by Thomas Benjamin (Harvard Medical School, Department of Pathology; Boston, MA, U.S.A.)

This anti-VP-1 polyclonal serum has been widely used in several studies and has also demonstrated to be specific for polyoma VP-1 antigen. In every single experiment, normal rabbit serum was applied as primary serum in adjacent slides and processed with the PAP method as an internal control. Polyoma-induced pilomatricomas in mice were used as positive controls, while normal skin from mouse was employed as a negative control. Given the fact that some human papillomavirus (HPV) types can induce the development of benign skin tumors, we decided to check if the polyomavirus anti-VP-1 serum could eventually cross-react with HPV antigens. To achieve this, several slides obtained from one case of verruca vulgaris and another of condyloma acuminatum were treated. Those slides had been previously confirmed to express HPV structural antigens by the same PAP method employed in this study.

VP-1 positive labeling was detected in 4 out of 10 human pilomatricomas. Labeling was exclusively intranuclear with a patchy pattern of distribution in the neoplasms (Fig. 1). The adjacent slides, treated with normal rabbit serum as a primary serum, did not show any immunolabeling (Fig. 2). Positive and negative controls worked as expected and the slides that contained HPV were not labeled with the anti-VP-1 serum (not shown).

Our results demonstrated the presence of the major polyomavirus capsid protein in human pilomatricomas, with the same characteristics observed in the same type of tumors experimentally developed in mice after polyomavirus inoculation. The specificity of the reaction was confirmed since the adjacent slides treated with normal rabbit serum as a primary serum showed no labeling at all. The possibility of cross-reactivity with HPV was also ruled out since the anti-VP-1 serum did not label any of the representative tissues known to be infected with HPV. Furthermore, normal skin adjacent to the tumors showed no VP-1 labeling either. Thus, it should be assumed that
the presence of Polyomavirus VP-1 in some human pilomatricomas is a real fact.

The simplest explanation of this phenomenon is to consider that human polyomaviruses (JC, BK, KI, WU and MC) are ubiquitous and could eventually replicate in actively proliferating tissues. Another possibility is that some of these viruses play a direct role in the development of human pilomatricomas and a third possibility is that a still unknown polyomavirus is associated with the development of human pilomatricomas. The lack of VP-1 detection in all the tumor cells but only in sheets of adjacent cells in the 4 positive cases suggests a clonal expansion of a tumor cell sub-population rather than at random infection by an eventual ubiquitous virus. The absence of VP-1 detection in the other 6 samples does not deny any of the possibilities described above. In this regard, it is widely accepted that the viruses known to be associated with human neoplasms are co-factors in their development; this means that their presence is necessary but not sufficient for the induction of tumor, being immunological, genetic and environmental factors also involved in the etiopathogenesis of these diseases. To note, this study describes the detection of VP-1 synthesis in human pilomatricomas, not the confirmation of polyomavirus replication in these tumors. This could be in agreement with a previous report, where we described the full expression of polyomavirus genome in experimental thymomas (including VP-1) with a simultaneous lack of viral encapsidation probably due to VP-1 underphosphorylation. The same phenomenon could eventually explain the presence of VP-1 in pilomatricomas described here: the virus could be associated with the pathogenesis of the neoplasms without producing infectious viral particles and also, the lack of VP-1 expression in all the tumor cells in a single tumor or in all of the surgically-removed human pilomatricomas does not necessarily mean the absence of viral genome in them.

The only way to definitely establish the status of polyomavirus in pilomatricomas would be to isolate infectious polyomavirus or the different virus antigens and genomes from fresh pilomatricomas, before the fixative has been added to the surgical specimens. Even though this possibility has been considered to conduct this study, the low incidence of this kind of tumors and their clinical resemblance to other cystic skin diseases make this procedure hard to be done. However, polymerase-chain-reactions using specific primers to amplify DNA recovered from these paraffin-embedded samples are currently being performed to further characterize the virus. Anyhow, the detection of polyomavirus VP-1 in human pilomatricomas by a highly precise immunocytochemical method strongly suggests that, somehow, a Polyomavirus is associated with human pilomatricomas and that further studies leading to confirm this association have to be done.

Recently, a new human polyomavirus has been related with the etiology of Merkel cell carcinoma of the skin. Hopefully, the preliminary report described here will encourage further research and characterization of human polyomavirus associated with the origin of human skin neoplasms.
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Sócrates criticó el fetichismo del libro (Fedro). Dos siglos después, en otro pueblo del libro (el pueblo bíblico), dijo el Eclesiastés (12:12): “componer muchos libros es nunca acabar, y estudiar demasiado daña la salud. Basta de palabras. Todo está escrito”. En el siglo I, Séneca le escribe a Lucilio: “La multitud de libros disipa el espíritu”. En China, en el siglo IX, el poeta Po Chu Yi se burla de Lao-Tsé: “De sabios es callar, los que hablan nada saben” —dicen que dijo Lao-Tsé, en un librito de ochocientas páginas. En Argelia, en el siglo XIV, Ibn Jaldún: “Los demasiados libros sobre un tema hacen más difícil estudiarlo” (Al-muqaddi-mah VI 27). En Alemania, en el siglo XVI, Lutero: “La multitud de libros es una calamidad” (Charlas de sobremesa). Don Quijote, al enterarse de que se había escrito el Quijote: “Hay algunos que así componen y arrojan libros de sí como si fueran buñuelos” (II 3). Descartes: “abandoné el estudio de los libros, decidido a no buscar más ciencia que en mí mismo o en el gran libro del mundo” (Discurso del método). Samuel Johnson: “Para convencerse de la vanidad de las esperanzas humanas, no hay un lugar más impresionante que una biblioteca pública”.
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